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The properties of coherent X-radiation (CXR), generated in crystals by electrons in the tens of
MeV energy range, were investigated theoretically. The analytical expressions for CXR spectralangular and angular cross sections were obtained with the use of small-angle multiple scattering
approximation. Our theoretical results are in good agreement with experiment. The obtained
results can be used in designing quasi-monochromatic, tunable and polarized X-radiation sources
based on the CXR process.

I Introduction
Electromagnetic radiation produced in the interaction
of a charged particle with an atomic system is the oldest
and most traditional subject of quantum electrodynamics. Nevertheless, for a long time atomic electrons were
not considered as a dynamic system and their role in
the bremsstrahlung process was con ned to screening
the nuclear charge [1]. The reaction of the atomic electrons to the eld of the incoming particle was treated
either by Weizsacker-Williams [2] or by classical electrodynamics methods [3]. The complexity of an integral
description of the interaction process was clearly formulated by Ter-Mikaelian [2] in 1965: \Besides of nuclear
bremsstrahlung it is necessary to take into account a
radiation that is generated by atomic electrons. This
question, with taking into account a binding of atomic
electrons, is not considered yet by the accurate methods
of the quantum electrodynamics".
The problem has been thoroughly investigated in
Refs. [4-7]. The bremsstrahlung amplitude is presented there as a sum of two terms, where one term
results from polarization bremsstrahlung, de ned by a
dynamic polarization of the atom, and the other term
comes from the static bremsstrahlung of the particle in
the elds of the nucleus and atomic electrons.
In an amorphous medium the angular distributions of the radiation from polarization and static

bremsstrahlung are well separated. The static
bremsstrahlung is concentrated into a cone with an angle of the order of ,1 (where is the Lorentz's factor
of the incoming particle) around the direction of the
incoming particle momentum. In contrast, polarization
bremsstrahlung is weakly anisotropic and its shape does
not depend on the energy of the incident particle.
When a relativistic particle interacts with a crystalline target the polarization bremsstrahlung angular distribution changes radically. In such medium
the radiation kinematics allows only a discrete set
of momentum transfers. As a result the polarization bremsstrahlung is practically directed along the
so-called Bragg angles. Moreover, the probability of
the process increases considerably in comparison with
an amorphous medium, and the produced radiation
presents a coherent character. We then call this
kind of bremsstrahlung, which is induced by a relativistic charged particle in a crystal, as coherent Xray radiation (CXR). The components of this radiation are the coherent static and coherent polarization bremsstrahlung. This last type of radiation is
also called, in the current literature, as parametric Xradiation [8] or parametric X-radiation of type B [9].
Since the pioneering work at Tomsk [10], a large
number of experiments have studied the CXR intensity and energy dependencies on the crystal orientation
with respect to the incident beam axis. In particular,
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at electron beam energies of the order of tens of MeV,
experiments were carried out with crystals of silicon (at
25 MeV) [11,12], germanium (at 21 and 25.4 MeV) [13]
and diamond (at energies below 10 MeV) [9]. The rst
reported observation of the interference e ect between
the polarization and static bremsstrahlung mechanisms
of CXR was made in Ref. [14]. In Ref. [15] the shape
and the orientation dependence of the CXR linewidth
have been investigated experimentally and numerically,
using Monte-Carlo simulation, for a germanium crystal
and electron incident energy of 25.4 MeV; in Ref. [16]
the linewidth of the radiation generated in a diamond
crystal by 6.8 MeV electrons was determined experimentally applying an absorption technique.
The results of these investigations encouraged us to
study theoretically the spectral-angular properties of
CXR, under the assumption that the small-angle multiple scattering approximation is valid. Our results can
be useful in designing quasimonochromatic, polarized
and low-background X-ray sources that can be based
on the CXR process.

II Coherent X-radiation cross
section
A wide range of problems connected with the excitation of atomic bremsstrahlung by fast charged particles were treated in Refs. [4-7]. Radiation in the
X-ray energy range can be conveniently treated using the form factor approximation and the appropriate
spectral-angular cross section for coherent X-radiation
that have been obtained in Refs. [17,18]. Consider the
case of a relativistic particle having charge e0 , mass m0 ,
initial energy E and velocity ~ , which interacts with a
non-relativistic atom. As a result of this interaction a
bremsstrahlung photon with wave vector ~k, energy !
and polarization vector ~ef is emitted into a solid angle d , around an angle . Assuming also that: (1)
the crystal atoms do not change states during the interaction; (2) the inequality ! << E is satis ed for all
relevant photon energies; and (3) the radiation energies
are large compared to the electronic binding energies;
then the cross section for this process can be written in
the form:

c
d3 = 1 X  (~g) ~ef  (k ~ , ~g) , G(~g) ~ef  ~g
d!d
k ~g;~ef 0
g2 1 , ~n  ~
2~k  ~g + g2

!2

(! , (~k + ~g)  ~ )

(1)

d
where 0 (~g) = 8 az3 re F 2(~g )S 2 (~g )e,g2 hu2 i ; G(~g) =
e0 m Z ,F (~g ) ; = 1=137; ~ = ~ =c; z = e0 =e; ~n =
em0 F (~g)
~k=k; re is the classical radius of the electron; a is the
lattice period; e and m are the charge and mass of the
electron; function S(~g ) is the structure factor; F(~g) is
the atomic form factor and Z is the atomic charge; hu2 i
is the mean-square displacement of the atoms from their
equilibrium position, due to vibrations. The summation in Eq. (1) is over all the reciprocal lattice vectors ~g of the crystal and photon polarization directions.
We have also used the following dispersion relation for
bremsstrahlung photons: ! = kc, where c is the speed
of light.

elds of the incoming particle and the bremsstrahlung
photon. The second one describes the static (BetheHeitler) bremsstrahlung of the projectile in the common
eld produced by the nuclei and electrons of the crystal.
The dependencies of the polarization and static amplitudes on the mass and charge of the incident particle are
quite di erent. The static bremsstrahlung disappears
as the incident particle mass tends to in nity, while the
polarization term continues being non-zero. Obviously,
a change in the sign of the charge of the incident particle results in a change of the sign of the interference
term in the full bremsstrahlung cross section.

The rst term in the brackets of Eq. (1) describes
the polarization bremsstrahlung, since it is de ned by
the dynamic polarization of the crystal atoms in the

From Eq. (1) the connection between the
bremsstrahlung photon energy and the relative orientation of vectors ~k, ~ and ~g is given by

2 2
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! = ~g  ~ ~
1 , ~n 

(2)

Di erent reciprocal lattice vectors, ~g, in Eq. (2), produce quite di erent photon energies, and so in the following we shall consider the bremsstrahlung cross section only for a speci c vector ~g.
To obtain an expression for the spectral-angular
cross section, taking into account the multiple scattering process of the projectiles in a crystalline target volume, one needs to integrate Eq. (1) over the crystal
thickness, t, and over the component of ~ perpendicular to the initial beam direction, ~? , and write:


d3
d!d



=

Z

d3
d~?dta,1f(~? ; t) d!d

(3)

where f(~? ; t) is the distribution of ~? on the depth t
of the target.
The scattering plane is de ned as the plane passing through ~k and the initial beam direction, and in
the following we shall use a coordinate system where
the z-axis is directed along the initial beam direction,
while the x-axis is parallel to and the y-axis normal
to the scattering plane (Fig. 1). In the framework of
the small-angle approximation of the multiple scattering theory [19], to be used throughout this paper, one
can write z = ; x = , and y = , where  and
 are used to indicate the track angles of the scattered
particle, measured with respect to the initial beam direction (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. The coordinate system and de nitions used in
this paper. ~k is the wavevector of a bremsstrahlung photon;
the particle beam is directed along the z-axis and  is the
observation angle; ~ex ; ~ey and ~ez are unit vectors along the
corresponding axes. The radiation is generated on a set of
crystal planes, which are normal to the xz plane (scattering
plane). Vector ~g lies in this plane and makes angle =2 , '
with the z-axis. The angles  and  designate the track of
a scattered particle.

A Gaussian distribution function will represent
the distribution of relativistic particles after passing
through a thickness t of the scattering material:
2
2
2
f(~? ; t) = f(; ; t) = 21(t) 2 e,( + )=c (t) (4)
c
The function f is normalized according to:

Z1

,1

d

Z1

,1

d f(; ; t) = 1:

As in Ref. [19], the characteristic scattering angle,
c(t), for a homogeneous scatterer with no energy loss,
is de ned by:

c
2c (t) = 20 t = 9tZ(Z + 1)=A 4 E 2 rad (for electrons)
= 9tz 2 Z 2 =A 4 E 2 rad (for heavy particles),

(5)

where  is the density of the scatterer in g=cm3 , and A its atomic weight; E is given in MeV, and t in cm.
Summing over photon polarization directions in Eq.(1) and neglecting photon absorption, we obtain from Eq.
(3) the spectral-angular cross section for CXR in the form:


d3  = 2p  L3=2 0(~g)
d!d
! 0 a [(~k + ~g )  ~x ]
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9
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~
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(
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)
~
n

(k
Q
(p)
y
2
Q
,
+
1 (p)
:
g2 [1 , ~n  ( ~z + 1 ~x )]
6 (2~k  ~g + g2 )2 ;
2~k  ~g + g2

where L is the target thickness; p = 2 1 ; ~x =
0 L1=2~ex ; ~z = ~ez ; ~y = 0 L1=2~ey ; and the functions Q1 and Q2 are de ned by:
Q1(p) = e,p , pp(1 , erf(pp));
Q2(p) = e,p (1 , 2p) + 2ppp(1 , erf(pp));
and 1 = k,(~k(+~k+~g )~g)~x~z
In deriving Eq. (6) we neglected the terms which
have order of (?=)2. In such approximation, xed
angles  and ' determine the frequency with highest intensity. The linewidth can be estimated as 0 =  , 2',
the angular phase corresponding to the maximum frequency that can be observed at those angles or, in other
words, the angular displacement that makes the inten-

(6)

d
sity for that speci c frequency go to zero. For this
reason the calculations in Eq. (6) must be carried out
up to the cuto energy, de ned by:
!b = gsin(' + 0 )=(1 , cos( + 0 ))

(7)

To calculate the intensity under the CXR peak, we
must integrate Eq.(3) over ! , but the -function in
Eq.(1) makes this integration straightforward. De ning
the vector ~k0 = 1~n,(~g~n ~ ~zz) and performing the integration
in Eq.(3), we obtain the following expression for the
coherent cross section:

c




(



d2 = 0 (~g) L X 2 +
X2
1
d
k0 a
1 , ~n  ~z

where the functions

X1 = ~n  2k~k00~~gz+,g~g2 , G(g~g2) 1,~n~g ~z ;

2

, 2 X1 X3~ + 20LY 2
1 , ~n  z

)

(8)



~g ~x )(~n~g),g2 ~n ~x ] + G(~g) ~g(~n ~x ) ;
X2 = ~n  (~g ~x ) ~z +(2~k~g0~~gz+)g~2x +(~n ~x )~g , (k0 ~z ,~g)[2(
2
g 1,~n ~z
(2~
k0~g+g2 )2
~n ~x )~g][2(~g  ~x )(~n~g),g ~n ~x ] ;
X3 = ~n  [(~g  ~x ) ~z +(~g ~z ) ~y +(
(2~
k0 ~g+g2 )2
2

and Y = 2~k0 k~g0+g2 .

d
Eqs. (6) and (8) have been obtained in the framework of the form factor approximation. Analysis of the
limitations of this approximation in Ref. [20] shows
that it is valid for !  !k , where !k is K-shell ionization energy. Considering that the CXR intensity is
concentrated in an angular interval '1;2  =2  (2 ),1 ,
we found that the above formulas are suitable for the
observation angles   0 , where
0

0 = 3 !gk + 2 ,1
0

(9)

For angles smaller than 0 it is necessary to take
into account in Eq.(1) the spatial components of the
transition currents of the atomic electrons [7].
0

III Results and discussion
The calculations were compared with the experimental
results obtained at the Kharkov 40 MeV linear electron
accelerator [21]. The accelerator provides 7 s electron
beam pulses at a repetition rate of 50 Hz with full an-
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gle of divergence of about 1 mrad. The CXR spectra
were produced in a 54(5)-m thick germanium crystal
on plane (220) and in a 30(3)-m thick silicon crystal
on plane (111) at di erent electron beam energies. The
targets were mounted in a three-axis goniometer, allowing adjustment of the target with a resolution of 0.08
mrad.
The photon detector used in the measurements was
a 5-mm thick Si(Li) solid-state detector, enclosed by a
25-m Be window and placed directly into a vacuum
photon channel oriented at an angle  of 305.9 mrad
with respect to the beam axis. The energy resolution
of the detector was 350 eV (FWHM) for the 13.9 keV
line of 241Am. The solid angle subtended by the detector, was 4.49(5)  10,7 sr. To avoid double counting
in the detector, the coincidence gating was used and
the beam current adjusted so that the total count rate
did not exceed 0.2 counts per beam burst. The average
beam current for this condition was 10,9 A. A more
detailed description of the experimental setup and procedures can be found in Ref. [22].
All our calculations refer to a perfect crystal target
at room temperature. The values of F (~g) used in the
calculations were obtained from the data of Ref. [23].
For diamond-like crystals the value of S(~g ) is equal to
64 for (220) planes and 32 for (111) planes.
In Fig. 2a we compare the measured and calculated
shapes of the coherent X-radiation generated in the germanium target with beam energy of 25.4 MeV and at
' = 178 mrad. Figure 2b is analogous to Fig. 2a but
for the silicon target, beam energy of 15 MeV, and '
= 128 mrad. The solid lines labeled 1 represent the
calculations of the spectral density obtained using Eq.
(6). The lines labeled 2 show the spectral density resulting from the convolution of lines 1 with the energy
resolution function of the detector.
The measured and calculated orientation dependences of the CXR linewidth, that are understood as
the second moment of the corresponding spectral density distributions, are shown in Fig. 3 for the germanium target and beam energy of 25.4 MeV. The solid
and dashed lines represent the calculations of Eq. (6),
respectively accounting and not for the detector resolution.

Figure 2. The observed and calculated spectral density of
coherent X-radiation for (a) the germanium crystal (beam
energy 25.4 MeV, ' = 178 mrad) and (b) for the silicon crystal (beam energy 15 MeV, ' = 128 mrad). The solid lines
labeled 1 represent the calculation of the spectral density
obtained using Eq.(6). The lines labeled 2 show the spectral density resulting from the convolution of lines 1 with
the energy resolution function of the detector. Note that in
these spectra background has been subtracted.

Figure 3. The observed and calculated dependences of the
linewidths of the radiation induced by 25.4 MeV electrons
in the germanium crystal. The solid and dashed lines represent the calculations of Eq.(6), respectively accounting and
not for the detector resolution.

There are several reasons for the line broadening of
atomic bremsstrahlung. The expression for the coher-
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ent cross section, Eq. (1), has a -function
which results
2
from the product of terms like sinsin(2N(~ai~iai~q=~q2)=2) [24], where
i = x; y; z; ~ai are the primitive lattice vectors; Ni the
number of primitive unit cells along the ith edge of the
crystal and ~q is the momentum transfer, at Ni ! 1.
For a crystal of nite thickness, which has Nz unit cells
along the beam axis, one can estimate that the radiation line will be spread around the center by
!  !Nz,1
(10)
where ! is given by Eq. (2). For the crystals under
consideration ! is about 0.2 eV.
Another type of line broadening is associated with a
nite solid angle acceptance of the detector. According
to Eq. (2) the line spread is given by:
!  ! sin =(1 , cos )2
(11)
where  is the angular size of the detector opening.
For our experimental conditions Eq. (11) gives about
25 eV for the silicon target and 50 eV for the germanium one.
Other contributions to the linewidth, associated
with crystal imperfections, energy spread and angular divergence of the incident beam, or with a small
misalignment of the detector, may be evaluated with
formulas like Eq. (11).
But the main contribution to the radiation
linewidth arises from multiple scattering. Analysis of
Eq. (6) shows that the minimum value of the linewidth
is achieved at
2
2
'min   +20L
and the corresponding line spread is
2
0L
!  (g
2 , 2 L)
0

(12)
(13)

Using Eq. (13) one can nd ! = 146 eV (! = 12.6
keV) for the silicon crystal and beam energy of 15 MeV,
and ! = 420 eV (! = 19.8 keV) for the germanium
crystal and a 25.4 MeV beam.
Figure 4 shows the measured and calculated CXR
intensity dependence on orientation for the silicon crystal and beam energy of 25 MeV. The solid line presents
the calculated dependence following from Eq.(8), and
the dashed line the dependence calculated without multiple scattering. The indicated experimental errors include both statistical errors and errors due to the charge
measuring procedure.

Figure 4. The orientation dependence of the CXR intensity
on the angle '. The experimental points have been obtained
for the silicon crystal at beam energy of 25 MeV. The calculation has been carried out using Eq. (8). The dependence
without taking into account multiple scattering is shown by
the dashed line.

Equation (8) gives a clear physical picture of the
coherent radiation process. The rst term in the curly
brackets of Eq. (8) describes the process without taking
into account multiple scattering; the other terms are responsible for changing the radiation characteristics due
to multiple scattering. Neglecting multiple scattering,
the cross section presents a zero at:


1
G(~
g
)

'0 = 2 1 + 2 2 + 3 4

(14)

and maxima at:
'max  =2  1=2

(15)

The angular dependence of the cross section at the
maxima given by Eq. (15) is


d2 
2
d max / (1  )

(16)

In Eq. (8) the multiple scattering terms give negative contributions near the maxima, Eq. (15), and
positive near the minimum at '0 , Eq. 14 (see Fig. 4).
We can de ne two independent polarization directions, such that one (called -polarization) is parallel
to and the other (-polarization) is normal to the scattering plane. The terms containing functions X1 ; X2
and X3 , are associated with the -component, while
function Y describes the -component of the coherent
radiation. It is clear that without multiple scattering
the radiation is 100% linearly polarized.
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IV Conclusions and outlook
One of the aims of our work is to show the potentialities
of an X-ray source based on the CXR process. Obviously, such source presents interesting features: allows
to obtain quasimonochromatic (Eqs. (10)-(13)), linearly polarized photons with tunable energy (Eq. (2))
and, moreover, almost free of background. The main
drawback of such a source is its relatively low intensity.
For typical operation conditions, the CXR source intensity loses a few orders of magnitude as compared to
channeling [25] and synchrotron [26] radiation source
intensities.
The characteristics of the CXR used for comparison
were measured with extremely low electron beam currents (nA), limited by the count rate on the photon
detector. This current corresponds to a photon ux
(for a 5% energy resolution) of a few photons/mm2s.
On the other hand, X-ray intensities for most radiological applications are approximately between 109 -1011
photons/mm2s. To obtain such a ux, a much higher
electron beam current is needed. Higher beam currents
complicate the theoretical consideration, since it is necessary to take into account interference e ects in the radiation, which may occur when several relativistic particles are inside a crystal volume simultaneously. So, as
a rst step of estimation (trivial), we can only extrapolate our pulsed current conditions (4 s, 50 Hz) to a
continuous wave operation, keeping the other parameters xed. The cw current equal to our peak current (5
A) corresponds to a photon ux of 106 photons/mm2s
(for a 5% bandwidth). To further increase the photon
ux it would be necessary to increase either the crystal
thickness or the cw current, which involve more complicated theoretical considerations.
The use of high beam currents rises also some technical problems, like crystal cooling and radiation damage. Experiments with crystals [27], show that a typical
crystal withstands a beam current of 3-5 A for thousands of hours. After that the crystal needs replacement.
Finally we can conclude that the main features of
CXR (except for its maximum possible intensity) are
well established, and it is necessary to nd a eld of
application for this moderately intense source of quasimonochromatic and linearly polarized photons, practically free of bremsstrahlung background.
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